
Beancounter Logic

	 With every added reform came attached personnel: consultants, supervisors, quadrant 
superintendents, area chiefs, administrators, managers, advisors, coaches, facilitators, organizers, 
evaluators and specialists.  Employees whose often very large paychecks depended, quite simply, 
upon amassing proof that whatever new reform had been currently (if only temporarily and 
experimentally) implemented?  
	
 Was working.  

If the innovative change wasn’t working – which, not surprisingly, turned out to be a 
repeated case when so many unexpected ideas were forced into buildings without an educator 
input – there had to be, as these highly-paid evidence collectors knew, a direct proof.  Not, as you 
might think, proof that the reform was failing.  Oh, my, no.  Proof that the reform was not 
working due, undoubtedly and incontestably, to a subversive resistance from, or poor execution 
by, unquestionably bad teachers.
	
 Beancounters, we soon thought to entitle these district loyal but minimally experienced 
and heavily blindered managers.  

Unquestioned logic according to a beancounter?
	
 Was that, when one had been hired to prove a suddenly invasive reform to be both 
necessary and practical?  Well, no matter what one might actually encounter inside a classroom, 
as a trained specialist a true evaluator only ever saw, discussed, appraised and maintained interest 
in the specific instructional elements directly connected to the reform idea which one 
represented.

Groupwork, for example.  My, oh my, but didn’t we hear about the magical – oh, the truly 
amazing – powers of groupwork.

Never mind that more often than not the very last thing that increasingly social, hormone-
driven and over-stimulated kids in huge middle and high school classes needed was an added 
invitation to a frivolously non-academic behavior.  Never mind that no matter the lofty intentions 
behind proposed-as-magical interactive “projects,” rather than aiding comprehension, much too 
often group or partner assignments simply allowed game-savvy students to play the system by 
putting off an individual responsibility.  

As long-term experienced low-income-school teachers had early come to recognize, 
asking large classes of ability-diverse, attendance-sporadic and often limited-skilled students to 
work under conditions which encouraged an interaction with peers depended heavily upon a 
minutely pre-planned organization.  The endlessly advertised promise that an indiscriminately 
assigned group or partner work would, somehow, foster a miraculous comprehension – actually 
held truth only if, and when, strictly outlined expectations had not only been painstakingly 
deliberated?

But, with a high visibility, cemented solidly into place. 
In other words.  
If you honestly expected junior-level students to not spend their full hour arguing about 

who it was, exactly, who had thrown up all over Stewart’s car at Josefina’s party?
You had to be sure.  Sure that each student knew precisely what he or she was expected to 

do; doubly sure that a highly visible plan for an individual accountability had been posted 
notably into place.  By placing an undue pressure on “A” students – those students who 
predictably stepped up to complete all expectations – a suddenly implemented interactive 
assignment offered unearned scholastic credits to less motivated students: those students most 



willing to spend a weakly monitored group or partner time in throwing the chalkboard erasers 
across the room.

Beancounters, however?  
Coming into schools as “experts” trained only to know that in the name of a magical 

accountability our district had become blindly loyal to the miracles of group study; had, in fact, 
adopted an immovable loyalty to seeing kids working with others – well, despite the problematic, 
and much too often less-than-stellar, results, beancounters turned all expectations back to the 
only subject which mattered:  

Groupwork.
“Today I noticed that your objectives were clearly written and lesson appropriate; I 

noticed that students were locating quotes in support of upper-level thesis statements; I noticed a 
high level of student engagement and interest; I noticed a wide application of semi-colons and a 
repeated access of the vocabulary wall; I noticed your use of language cognates helping students 
connect with content; I noticed the return and discussion of graded homework; I noticed your 
students organizing their assignments into personal notebooks.”  

Positive evaluative information might be distractingly listed by a district-loyal 
beancounter.  But then, no matter how well the lesson had progressed?   No matter how much 
academic information had, evidently, been explicitly offered and individually absorbed?  With a 
high visibility, a serious concern would be boldly appended beneath the accusatory heading: 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT.   

“I was sorry to see, Ms. Aech, that once again your students were not working in groups.  
As you have been repeatedly warned, your avoidance of this district expectation has become a 
serious problem.  You must address this unsatisfactory weakness immediately. 

“Also.”  
Here, perhaps?  
A yet more shameful concern might be unhappily appended: 
“I noticed that today you stopped your lesson with two minutes left on the clock.”
Oh what brazen, what possibly even seditious, behavior.  
Although, typical in years bent to the wonders of a no-waiting reform, no one had ever 

taken the time or shaped the opportunity for me to point out that, like so many other school-
provided amenities nonchalantly ignored under the never stable and always shifting management 
of accountability?  

That large school clock in my room had not, actually, functioned all year.  
And that small portable clock; the one I had purchased and mounted myself:
Well, no matter how often I reset it, it always tended to run...oh, about two minutes slow.


